Integrated access to nearly 50 must-have, gold-standard texts covering essential surgical topics for surgical residents and practitioners — from Lippincott, renowned for its comprehensive coverage of surgery and its sub-specialties.

These titles are diverse, meeting the needs of junior residents learning the fundamentals of surgical treatment of disease as well as advanced residents and practitioners. Each book helps guide residents and surgeons from their resident education to their everyday operating room practice. Topical coverage spans abdominal surgery, trauma, critical care and more.

- One-click access to comprehensive clinical texts and references covering core competencies in resident education and guides for advanced practitioners
- Review texts for in-service exam prep, the ABSITE certification and sub-specialty board exams
- Downloadable surgical or lecture videos, or multimedia images included in any book in a collection

Key titles include:
- Fischer's Mastery of Surgery
- Greenfield's Surgery: Scientific Principles and Practice
- Grabb and Smith's Plastic Surgery
- Marino's The ICU Book

Publisher
Lippincott Williams & Wilkins (LWW)

What's Included
5-Minute Urology Consult, The
Acute Care Surgery
Adult and Pediatric Urology
Anatomic Exposures in Vascular Surgery
Breast Imaging (LWW)
Civetta, Taylor & Kirby's Critical Care Medicine
Clinical Scenarios in Surgery: Decision Making and Operative Technique
Complete Guide to Vascular Ultrasound, The
Complications in Surgery
Comprehensive Atlas of Transplantation
Computed Tomography and Magnetic Resonance of the Thorax
Corman's Colon and Rectal Surgery
Fischer's Mastery of Surgery
Glenn's Urologic Surgery
Grabb and Smith's Plastic Surgery
Greenfield's Surgery: Scientific Principles and Practice
Handbook of Patient Care in Cardiac Surgery
Handbook of Patient Care in Vascular Diseases
High-Resolution CT of the Lung
ICU Book, The
Imaging for Surgical Disease
Johns Hopkins ABSITE Review Manual, The
Khonsari's Cardiac Surgery: Safeguards and Pitfalls in Operative Technique
M.D. Anderson Surgical Oncology Handbook, The
Master Techniques in General Surgery: Breast Surgery
Master Techniques in Surgery: Breast Surgery
Master Techniques in Surgery: Cardiac Surgery
Master Techniques in Surgery: Colon and Rectal Surgery: Abdominal Operations
Master Techniques in Surgery: Gastric Surgery
Master Techniques in Surgery: Hepatobiliary and Pancreatic Surgery
Master Techniques in Surgery: Hernia
Mastering Endovascular Techniques: A Guide to Excellence
Mastery of Cardiothoracic Surgery
Mastery of Endoscopic and Laparoscopic Surgery
Mastery of Vascular and Endovascular Surgery
Medical Management of Kidney Transplantation
Michigan Manual of Plastic Surgery
Operative Techniques in Laparoscopic Colorectal Surgery
Principles and Practice of Pediatric Surgery
Principles and Practice of Surgical Oncology: A Multidisciplinary Approach to Difficult Problems
Scott-Conner & Dawson: Essential Operative Techniques and Anatomy
Shields' General Thoracic Surgery
Strandness's Duplex Scanning in Vascular Disorders
Surgery Review
Trauma Handbook of the Massachusetts General Hospital, The
Trauma Manual, The: Trauma and Acute Care Surgery
Trauma: Contemporary Principles and Therapy
Vascular Access: Principles and Practice
Washington Manual of Critical Care, The
Washington Manual of Surgery, The